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File Name Description

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3.wav Glass bell-like sound w soft attack and subtle echo on decay

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-001.wav Glass bell-like sound w soft attack and undulating decay

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-002.wav Glass bell-like sound w soft attack and undulating decay

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-003.wav Glass bell-like sound w soft attack and undulating decay

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-004.wav Glass bell-like sound w distinct attack and subtle echo on decay

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-005.wav Glass bell-like sound w distinct attack 

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-006.wav Glass bell-like sound partially muted

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-007.wav Glass bell-like sound muted

A#4,bell like,glass bowl3-008.wav Glass bell-like sound muted w dull attack

A#6,glass jug.wav Glass jug w percussive, short plink sound

A#6,glass jug-001.wav Glass jug w percussive, short plink sound, louder

A#6,glass jug-002.wav Glass jug w subdued attack and bassy decay

A#6,glass jug-003.wav Glass jug w distinct attack and bassy decay

A#6,glass jug-004.wav Glass jug w distinct attack and moderately bassy decay

A#6,glass jug-005.wav Glass jug w distinct attack and no bass

A#6,glass jug-006.wav Glass jug w distinct attack and slight bass

A#6,glass jug-008.wav Glass jug w subdued attack and no fundamental

A#6,glass jug-009.wav Glass jug w distinct attack and bassy decay variation

A#6,glass jug-010.wav Glass jug w subdued attack and bassy, slightly complex decay

A6,bell like,ceramic,sine like1.wav Glass bell-like sound w distinct attack and sinewave sound

A6,bell like,ceramic,sine like1-001.wav Glass bell-like sound w subdued attack and sinewave sound

A6,bell like,ceramic,sine like1-002.wav Glass bell-like sound w subdued attack and slightly undulating sinewave sound

A6,bell like,ceramic,sine like1-003.wav Glass bell-like sound w distinct attack and slightly undulating sinewave sound

A6,bell like,ceramic,sine like1-004.wav Glass bell-like sound w dull attack and slightly undulating sinewave sound

A6,bell like,ceramic,sine like1-006.wav Glass bell-like sound w subdued attack and slow undulating sinewave sound

C#5,bell,mallet,glass like,fast hollow attack,fast decay,long release.wav Glass bell struck w mallet, hollow attack, short decay, long release

C#5,bell,mallet,glass like,metal spring like attack.wav Glass bell w metallic attack, long release

C#5,bell,mallet,glass like,prominent hollow attack,long decay.wav Glass bell struck w mallet, prominent hollow attack, short decay, long release
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C#5,bell,mallet,glass like,warm,long decay.wav Glass bell struck w mallet, hollow attack, warm long decay

C#5,bell,scrape,glass like,sine like release .wav Glass bell scraped w sinelike release

D#5,bell like,small glass bowl,hit,woody.wav Bell like woody hit w tremolo decay

D#5,bell like,small glass bowl,hit,mallet.wav Bell like mallet hit w tremolo decay

D#5,bell like,small glass bowl,hit,metal.wav Bell like metal hit w tremolo decay

D#5,bell like,small glass bowl,hit,subdued.wav Bell like subdued metal hit w subtle tremolo decay

D#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like4.wav Ceramic bell w soft mallet attack and strong fundamental

D#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like4-002.wav Ceramic bell w soft mallet attack and strong fundamental, distinct tremolo

D#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like4-003.wav Ceramic bell w choked mallet attack and strong fundamental, distinct tremolo

D#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like4-004.wav Ceramic bell w choked mallet attack and moderate fundamental, subtle tremolo

D#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like4-006.wav Ceramic bell w choked mallet attack and choked fundamental, subtle tremolo

D6,bell like,ceramic,sine like6.wav Ceramic bell w distinct mallet attack, strong fundamental and subtle tremolo

D6,bell like,ceramic,sine like6-001.wav Ceramic bell w subdued mallet attack, strong fundamental and subtle tremolo

D6,bell like,ceramic,sine like6-004.wav Ceramic bell w pronounced mallet attack, strong fundamental

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like2.wav Ceramic bell w soft mallet attack, rich fundamental and distinct tremolo

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like2-001.wav Ceramic bell w soft mallet attack, rich fundamental and subtle tremolo

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like2-002.wav Ceramic bell w choked mallet attack, rich fundamental 

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like2-003.wav Ceramic bell w soft mallet attack, rich fundamental and subtle tremolo

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like2-005.wav Ceramic bell w soft mallet attack, rich fundamental and distinct tremolo

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like3,2 tones.wav Ceramic bell 2 tone bell w muted attack and pitch change on decay

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like3,2 tones-001.wav Ceramic bell 2 tone bell w muted attack and slight volume fluctuations decay

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like3,2 tones-002.wav Ceramic bell 2 tone bell w muted attack and choked fundamentals

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like3,2 tones-003.wav Ceramic bell 2 tone bell w muted attack and only 1 fundamental

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like3,2 tones-005.wav

F#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like3,2 tones-006.wav Ceramic bell 2 tone bell w distinct attack and pitch change on decay

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,complex attack.wav Glass bell w complex attack and hollow overtone rich sound

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,compressed attack,decay with tremolo.wav Glass bell w bright compressed attack and choked decay

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,decay with tremolo.wav Glass bell w overtone and complex tremolo

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,decay with tremolo-001.wav Glass bell w overtone and complex tremolo

Ceramic bell 2 tone bell w muted attack and minor 4th
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F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,dissonant attack.wav Glass bell w dissonant attack and overtone decay

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,hollow attack,thunk.wav Glass bell w hollow attack, thunk

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,overtone modulation.wav Glass bell w fm like overtone modulation

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,overtones on attack.wav Glass bell with overtone dominated attack and subdued fundamental

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,sharp attack,decay with tremolo.wav Glass bell w sharp attack, tremolo decay

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,short attack,decay with overtones.wav Glass bell w choked dissonant attack and overtone decay

F5,bell like,glass bowl,mallet,slightly muted attack.wav Glass bell w slightly muted attack

F5,bell,mallet,glass like,hollow,restrained attack,overtones on release .wav Glass bell w hollow, buzzy restrained attack, overtones on release

F5,bell,mallet,glass like,hollow,scrapy attack,overtones on release .wav Glass bell w scrapy hollow attack, overtones on release

F5,bell,mallet,glass like,loose,uncertain attack.wav Glass bell w fuzzy, uncertain attack

F5,bell,mallet,glass like,loose,uncertain attack-001.wav Glass bell w loose, fuzzy, uncertain attack

F6,bell like,ceramic,sine like5-001.wav Ceramic bell w piano like attack and decay

F6,bell like,ceramic,sine like5-002.wav Ceramic bell w piano like attack and decay, like high notes on keyboard

F6,bell like,ceramic,sine like5-003.wav Ceramic bell w piano like attack and subtle tremolo decay

G#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like7.wav Ceramic bell w choked, high pitched, dissonant sound

G#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like7-001.wav Ceramic bell w distinct attack, high pitched sound

G#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like7-002.wav Ceramic bell w resonant attack, slightly dissonant sound

G#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like7-003.wav Ceramic bell w subdued attack, high pitched, slightly dissonant sound

G#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like7-004.wav Ceramic bell w plucky attack, high pitched, dissonant sound w new overtone

G#6,bell like,ceramic,sine like7-005.wav Ceramic bell w choked, high pitched, bodiless dissonant sound

B7,bell like,ceramic,damped,dull.wav Ceramic bell w damped, dull kalimba sound w overtones

B7,bell like,ceramic,damped,dull-001.wav Ceramic bell w choked, dull kalimba sound w dominant overtone

B7,bell like,ceramic,damped,dull-002.wav Ceramic bell w damped, dull kalimba sound w fundamental only

B7,bell like,ceramic,damped,dull-003.wav Ceramic bell w damped, dull kalimba sound w overtones

B7,bell like,ceramic,damped,dull-004.wav Ceramic bell w damped, dull kalimba sound w dominant fundamental

D#6,bell like,glass bowl,clear attack,dissonant decay,modulating.wav Glass bell w clear attack and fast dissonant tremolo

D#6,bell like,glass bowl,clear attack,dissonant decay,modulating-001.wav Glass bell w choked attack and fast dissonant tremolo

D#6,bell like,glass bowl,clear attack,dissonant decay,modulating-002.wav Glass bell w plinky attack and fundamental dominating tremolo

D#6,bell like,glass bowl,clear attack,dissonant decay,modulating-003.wav Glass bell w glockenspiel attack and fast dissonant tremolo
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